Table 107.2 Operational permit requirements – SRCFs
Table 107.2 Operational permit requirements - Cooking operations
202 Cooking Tent definition
314.4 Indoor display of vehicles
315.3.1 Ceiling clearance for indoor storage
315.1; 315.7 Outdoor pallet storage
316.6; 316.1.6; 316.2 Structures & outdoor storage underneath high voltage transmission lines, bridges & elevated roadways
319.1.1, 319.1.2 Wheel chocks and separation
319.2.1 Permit authority having jurisdiction
403.12.3; 403.12.3.1 Crowd managers
404.2.3; 406.3.4.1; 1001.4; 1010; 1031 Special emergency locking arrangements in educational occupancies
404.2.3; 404.2.3.1; 404.2.3.2; 404.2.3.3 Lockdown plans
Table 405.2 Fire and evacuation drill frequency and participation
407.2 Safety data sheets
605.13; 605.16; 605.17 Refrigerants with lower flammability hazards
607.2 Commercial cooking operations
608.3 Nonmetallic cooking oil storage tanks
701.6; 3308.9 (new) Fire safety for buildings of Types IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C construction
807 Combustible decorative materials
807.4 Artificial decorative vegetation
901.6.2 Integrated fire protection system testing
905.11 Locking Caps on Standpipe Outlets
910.5 Maintenance of smoke and heat removal equipment
1031.4 Exit signs in existing buildings
1031.10 Inspection and testing of emergency egress lighting
Chapter 12 Energy systems
1204.5 Rapid shutdown for solar PV power systems
1206.2 Stationary storage battery systems
Chapter 22 Combustible Dust
2306.7.3.1 Protection from Vehicle Impact
2309.6; 2309.6.1 Defueling of hydrogen fueled vehicles
2311.6 Repair of vehicles fueled by CNG and LNG
2311.8 Repair garages for vehicles fueled by lighter-than-air fuels
2810 Outdoor storage of pallets at pallet manufacturing or recycling facilities
Chapter 31 Umbrella structures
3106 Outdoor assembly events
3107.12.5 Cooking tents
Chapter 32 High-piled combustible storage
3304.5; 3308; 3309.1 Fire watch during construction and demolition
Chapter 38 Higher education laboratories
Chapter 39 Processing and extraction facilities
5103.2.2 Aerosol cooking spray products
5307.1; 5307.3; 5307.3.1; 5307.3.2 Liquid carbon dioxide system for beverage dispensing
5307.4; 5307.4.1-3; 5307.4.3.1; 5307.4.4-6 Carbon dioxide enrichment systems
5707 Mobile fueling operations